

BILBAO & BEYOND : Main highlights, 3 nights. Starting at £469 / person* Indicative price for a group of 20 people.
Including: Transportation & guide services in the tours, entrances and meals where indicated & hotel **** Bilbao 3
nights , bb & double occupancy

•

Day 1: Surprising Bilbao. Enjoy a day in Bilbao, including a visit to the Guggenheim museum, a guided tour through
the old quarters and of course a pintxos dinner!
Day 2: Enjoying San Sebastian. A visit to the charming Belle Époque San Sebastian followed by lunch at a traditional
cider house. Don`t forget to drink all the cider you want directly from the barrel.
Day 3: Tasting the Rioja wine. A guided tour to a walled medieval city in the Rioja wine region, with a visit to an
underground cellar including wine tasting. Lunch in a second winery.
Day 4 : Transfer out out





BASQUE TASTE Short break to the Basque Country with culinary experiences, 4 nights Starting at £747 / person*
* Indicative price for a group of 20 people. * Including: Transportation & guide services, entrances and meals ,
& hotel **** Bilbao 4 nights, bb & double occupancy

Day 1: BILBAO: Bilbao guided tour including the astonishing Guggenheim Museum, with pintxos dinner at the Old Quarters.
Day 2: RIOJA: Visit a traditional village and sample wines processed in medieval caves surrounded by the spectacular
modernist design of some new & fashionable wineries. Dinner at a Michelin Star restaurant.

Day 3: SAN SEBASTIAN: Stop at the gorgeous fishing village of Getaria. Then visit San Sebastian, built around a crescentshaped bay, and discover why it has been admired by so many for so long. Lunch. Dinner at traditional restaurant located in
a Basque farm house.
Day 4: COASTAL AREA: Discover the beautiful Basque coast, Bermeo’s fishing port, the historical village of Gernika and the
Natural Reserve of Urdabai. Learn more about the txakoli wine, only produced in our area.
Enjoy a Basque cooking class and cook your own dinner.
Day 5: TRANSFER OUT

BASQUE COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS: Culture, art, wine & gastronomy along the Basque Country, 7 nights Starting at £769 /
person* * Indicative price for a group of 30 people Including: Bus & guide services, entrances & meals where indicated and
hotel **** Bilbao 4 nights + San Sebastian 3 nights, bb & double occupancy.
Day 1: Enjoy a day in Bilbao, including a visit to the Guggenheim museum, a guided tour through the old quarters and of
course a Pintxos dinner!
Day 2: Discover the historical villages of Gernika and Bermeo set on the beautiful basque coast. The astonishing Urdaibai
biosphere and the rocky island of San Juan de Gaztelugatxe. For a light lunch a visit to a txakoli winery.
Day 3: A day in Getxo with its beautiful small palaces along the beach and the spectacular Bizkaia Bridge, UNESCO W.H.
Day 4: A guided tour to a walled medieval city in the Rioja wine region, with a visit to an underground cellar including wine
tasting + lunch in the most technologically updated winery.
Day 5: A visit to the charming Belle Époque San Sebastian followed by lunch at a traditional cider house. Don`t forget to
drink all the cider you want directly from the barrel.
Day 6: Delight yourself at a traditional cheese dairy and a visit to a surprising museum that hides the sweet history of the
confectionery.
Day 7: A brief walking to get to the historic Parador in the seafaring city of Hondarribia where small alleyways contain old
houses with carved eaves and wonderful balconies.
Day 8 : Transfer out









Discover the different wine regions and their gastronomy along this tour, 5 nights Starting at £979 / person* *
Indicative price for a group of 20 people * Including: Transportation & guide services, entrances and meals where
indicated, hotel **** Bilbao 3 nights, Burgos 1 night, Valladolid 1 night , bb & double occupancy.
Day 1: Bilbao, the region`s largest and most cosmopolitan city and don´t miss the Guggenheim Museum and the
famous Old Quarters. Pintxos dinner.
Day 2: Rioja, lunch at a design and peculiar building and enjoy a hands on winemaking experience in the afternoon.
Visit the walled fenced town and have a guided tour to discover the largest underground winery off all. Dinner at
Michelin star restaurant in Bilbao.
Day 3: San Sebastian, a guided visit to this charming city, built around a crescent-shaped bay, will show you why it has
been admired by so many for so long. Lunch at a typical cider house. Basque cuisine cooking class for dinner.
Day 4: Continue towards Ribera de Duero wine region. Winery visit & lunch. Burgos, the favourite city in the Pilgrim's
Road to Santiago de Compostela. Don`t miss the old quarters and the Cathedral, declared World Heritage.



Day 5: Peñafiel, which castle and beautiful Plaza del Coso are worth a visit. Visit to winery. Traditional lunch in the
area. Valladolid, home to an interesting collection of Renaissance buildings comprising houses, palaces, churches, and
one of its most emblematic buildings, its cathedral. Tapas dinner.



Day 6 : Transfer out (to Bilbao Airport)

